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In the course of .NET development, .NET programmers utilize .NET Framework technologies.
ASP.NET is an overarching concept for  collection of all these technolgies that ASP.NET developers
would use to better develop enterprise-class Web applications. Asp.net Web forms can be
developed by programmers by combining HTML-like markup for defining the appearance of  page
and code for defining the logic. Any lanaguage which supports the .net framework could be used to
write  codes.

Available for simplifying the implementation of world wide web applications, asp.net developers
have an extensive set of server-side controls. Asp.net web forms are adaptable. They are very
adaptive that asp.net web form can be created devoid of markup. HttpHandler class can be created
for more overall flexibility.

C#.net developers are offered with an alternate procedure for asp.net web forms by asp.net MVC to
create world wide web programs. ASP.NET MVC is founded on the Model-View-Controller (MVC)
pattern, that is generally seen as a more impressive model suitable for developing, testing, and
looking after substantial Web-based applications. Both ASP.NET Web Forms and ASP.NET MVC
are based on the tight integration of the development tool - Microsoft Visual StudioÂ® - and 
deployment platform- Internet Information Services (IIS).

Windows Workflow Foundation is a part of the .NET Framework and allows C# developers to
develop executable models of real-world, long-running business procedures.  developers are able to
design these types of procedures using a graphic designer and that is provided by Visual Studio.

In a variety of situations WF workflows can be valuable. Let us consider an illustration. .net
developers can create scalable applications which will temporarily stop for some time if looking
forward to the input. WF workflow is actually build by specified activities. Each activity features
certain function. An activity ranges from simple implementation of a While statement to difficult
setup of custom made business logic.

During .NET development, a programmer can utilize WF to create the logic for the WCF service. 
developer produces scalable business logic like a WF workflow, then let that workflowâ€™s activities
connect to the outside world by means of WCF services. To help make this happen, WF features
several activities which are specially designed to allow for WCF communication. The Send activity
sends a message as a result of WCF, while Receive activity gets a message. WCF 4 also facilitates
correlation of numerous requests delivered to a specific work-flow instance.

Its not all WCF service need to be made working with WF. In a surprisingly numerous situations,
but, utilising WF and WCF together is ideal selection. Workflow services can be beneficial.

It is clear that .NET Framework presents .NET developers a lot more built-in strategy as compared
with accessible to Java developers. It gives tools and offbeat services that enable coders to create
and also host enterprise parts, implement complicated company workflows, store as well as get
back info making use of a database, and also take care of safety and security. If .NET programmers
call for more comprehensive attributes than the characteristics which the .NET Framework delivers
directly, they could add in server items which include Microsoft BizTalk Server to carry out
interbusiness work-flow, Microsoft Host Integration Server to switch data with company servers and
also mainframes, and Windows ServerÂ®AppFabric to provide extended hosting solutions as well as
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scalable caching for net solutions.
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